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Abstract

This memo reclassifies the APEX RFCs (RFC 3341, RFC 3342, RFC 3343) from PROPOSED STANDARD to HISTORIC.
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1. Introduction

The Application Exchange (APEX) service is defined in three RFCs: [RFC3341], [RFC3342], and [RFC3343].

To the author’s knowledge, no implementations of these RFCs were ever deployed.

To the author’s knowledge, all of APEX’s functionality is currently provided by XMPP ([RFC3920], and [RFC3921], and [RFC3923]), which enjoys extraordinarily robust deployment.

Accordingly, the APEX RFCs are reclassified to Historic status.
2. Security Considerations

This memo has nothing, whatsoever, to do with security; nor does it have anything to do with insecurity.
3. Normative References
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